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Hot
sizzling
summer
remind us of the time,
To break free and bask in
the warm sunshine.
There
is
a
burst
of
activities without minding
the scorching heat,
When friends are making
merry and relishing the
ice- cream treat.
So blend enjoyment with
learning
and
introspection,
To fetch glory and attain
perfection

Dear Parents ,
The summer vacations are here. We are all in a new normal
situation and I hope you and your family are safe and healthy as
you read this message. Thank you so much for your patience and
understanding. Virtual online classrooms have arrived and at JIS
learning is in full motion. Our goal is to provide continuous
educational opportunities and practice for students.
We have designed work to be done during holidays for our
students keeping in mind the present situation. One of our main
focus point for our students has been inculcation of a “growth
mindset”. A growth mindset unlocks our ability to learn and grow
especially during challenging times. Because of this experience
and our growth mindset, I believe we all will be stronger when we
come out on the other side of the COVID-19 Pandemic! History is
being written! We hold the pen! Together, we will write the BEST
story for our children!
“Each child is an individual and must be allowed to bloom,
express his feelings and ideas.” My Dear Parents, spend time
listening to your child, sharing household chores, playing, laughing,
exercising, relaxing and above all praying to the power you
believe in.

Summer Goals
•Start your day with gratitude prayers.
•Exercise and meditate daily to stay fit and energetic.
•To bring discipline in life, assign a permanent work place and set your work routine.
•Practice good manners. Use magic words like “Sorry, Thank you, Please “.
•Assist your mother in small household tasks like dusting, filling water bottles etc.
•Listen and narrate moral stories.
•We have designed some fun filled activities for Kids.
•Encourage your child to do them independently and neatly under your guidance.
•Use the resources available at home to do the task.
•Practice reading and writing every day.
•Make one daily notebook in which writing can be done and observations can be written
Mail your holiday homework to respective subject teacher’s mail
ID given under each subject holiday homework.
Stay safe, stay home!
Email id-kgjis21@gmail.com

To make our kids more confident in speaking lets make
them learn few rhymes and small stories. Share their
videos or pics while reciting the rhyme or a story. Try to
make them narrate the story with simple puppets.
Sharing few links of rhymes and stories:
1) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4GcLWywzQXY
2) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FG9G0tw9peM
3) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o_MUyflsE_4
4) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n7z7rTrIupc

GRATITUDE
During this pandemic let’s thank our frontline
workers like doctors, nurses, policemen,
sanitation workers as well but let’s not forget
our families as without them we could not
have survived this pandemic.
So, to be thankful to all of them let’s observe
few important days like International Nurses
Day, International Day of Families, International
Environment Day.

th
12

May –International
Nurses Day


Lets show our gratitude to our nurses by making a
nurse cap and writing Thank You on it. If you have
any nurse nearby then you can call her and say
Thank You and once the situation is normal you
can give the cap made by you to them.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=28E
MSQZvQTU

th
15

May – International
Day Of Families


Everyone of us love our family and house where
we live together, laugh together. So let’s make a
small house with the family inside it and decorate
it in our room.

5th June- World Environment Day
Lets show our gratitude towards our environment by
making the soil happy with our hands. We will try to
make the manure at home and we can gift to our
family and friends and also make them learn to
make it.
MakeNatural Manure at Home:
 Take a flower pot. Put a layer of straw and mud in it.
 Add peels of fruits and vegetables, strained tea
leaves, egg shells and other kitchen waste in the
flower pot and cover it.
 Next day, add some more kitchen waste into the
flower pot and cover with some garden soil.
 Repeat the process for a few days till the flower pot
is full.
 Cover it properly and leave it for 15-20 days.
 Your humus - rich soil is ready.




As we all know during this
pandemic there is shortage of
oxygen so lets take a pledge that
we will plant more and more trees
so that we humans never have
shortage of oxygen in our
environment.

